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Abstract: 

Vessel owners and operators are under increased financial pressure to maintain schedules and 
minimize unscheduled dry-docking’s especially for what can be considered underwater 
emergency repairs, unscheduled maintenance, or warranty work.  There has been rapid growth in 
technology and equipment in support of underwater ships husbandry in many areas, but the new 
and expanded capability provided to divers carrying out tasks such as bow and stern thruster 
repairs or the repair or replacement of fin stabilizer trunnion seals on large vessels has drawn the 
attention of many in the marine industry. 
 
Typical underwater ships husbandry work requires divers to occasionally work at depth in 
dewatered environments. Early dry hyperbaric environments were created for divers using steel 
or aluminum cofferdams.  More recently single wall flexible airtight cloth was proven to be a 
safe and effective alternative to hard structures or systems.  However, a clear advantage to 
reduce operational risk would be the ability to have a more structurally sound method to create a 
barrier. Pressurized drop-stitch cloth provides this unique ability since, in order to reduce 
bending, it can be fabricated as an inflatable system with two relatively flat surfaces (one in 
tension, one in compression) which are held at a specific distance apart by virtue of the drop-
stitch construction.  The ability to withstand typical pressure variations from inside to outside of 
the barrier and the ability to resist billowing and burping would decrease risk, improve diver 
confidence and ultimately save lost time due to equipment failure ($$ - planning, readjustment, 
labor, component failures). Having a structurally reliable method and contingency for large scale 
jobs, with assets that can be redeployed for other work is a cost-effective long term solution. 
 
Recognizing the need for a barrier system to facilitate fin stabilizer repairs, engineers at Miami 
Diver, LLC evaluated a number of barrier alternatives and options.  This study was summarized 
in a procedure entitled PRO-RRM-STB-100-Rev 0-SSA-20MAY2010 “Waterborne Trunnion 
Seal Replacement” for the development of a barrier capability. The report recommended that the 
development of a “structural” flexible design would be the safest and most cost-effective method 
for installing and acting as a seawater barrier.  This barrier would be installed outside of the fin 
stabilizer pocket and would be designed to resist the pressure differentials created from the inside 
and outside of the barrier due to hydrostatics and sea state.  It would be easily removable to 
ensure adequate ship departure time.  
 
Both dry and wet tests of a drop-stitch barrier were conducted at the Miami Diver, LLC Facility 
in Miami, Florida through January, 2011. Results of the testing were compared with analytical 
methods in order to develop a reliable predictive method to analyze variously sized and loaded 
similar structures. Testing was performed to evaluate the functionality and safety of using a 
drop-stitch barrier for the purpose of providing a temporary cofferdam over a fin stabilizer 
pocket. These stabilizers are commonly installed on large passenger vessels currently in service 
in the cruise ship industry. The wet tests were performed utilizing a steel mock-up of a ship’s 
hull and stabilizer pocket. 
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For reference a photo of the wet testing and a drawing of a typical barrier are provided in    
Figure 1.  
 

 

Figure 1 Barrier Wet Test & Design 


